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The Sceptre King
. . . Ohhhh Holy Shooting Stars . . .
If you could only see the view from here!
My goodness, if you’ve noticed the dates
above, you will understand that I am no
longer present in your physical world.
I suspect the surprise of this will bring a
little water to some of your eyes. I kind
of hope it does ‘just a little’ because
water is such a healing vibration and
it would be my final opportunity to ‘up
the vibration’ for you here today.
But right now, in my world, I feel
and see only pure amazing loving light
and I am sending that out to you with a
purposeful intention.
I might say you wouldn’t believe
how magnificent it is here- but I know
you can. I also know you can feel the
energetic difference that came forward
in mid April. And yes, that is when I knew
I was too old to carry on in ‘these most
amazing times on planet earth’ EVER.
I knew I was still meant to play a key
loving role with you here, but due to
the physical limitations of my ancient
feline body, the only way I could do that
was from a distance. I say that because
2013 has brought with it a ‘lightening
of the veils’ and the communication
system from the higher invisible realms
is getting clearer all the time. In fact . . .
It boggles my white-light-self to be
aware of the potential we have now to
streamline so much together...and since
I for ONE am ready to be a leader on
that ‘divine-temple-cat-team’...I knew
it was time to take my physical leave.
As I write this though, I admit I miss
the feel of your hands on my furry coat
that gave me the opportunity to purr for
you, and how I loved to snuggle in and
love you in a tangible way. You know
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I could hardly wait to hear you laugh
at my stories and I loved to watch your
hearts expand. And I fondly remember
our ‘day-dream’ connections and the
love I felt coming from you as you read
my words on the pages while I happily
‘dozed away’ in my numerous ‘favourite
cozy-corners’, inside and out. That is one
of the advantages a sleeping cat has, we
can sleep while you work/play and still
be in close contact with you...actually
we are masters at that.
Of course now I can see there really
is something to be said about this new
‘heaven to earth’ opportunity we have
gifted to ourselves and I REALLY am
aware how powerful that is for us now.
The physical experience on
Mother Earth is truly a treasure-chest
unavailable anyplace else. So I would
encourage you to step out of all your ‘old
beliefs and stories’ that keep you stuck
in the drama around you. In fact I’d say
“FREE yourself to ENJOY the time you
have on planet earth”. If I were there I‘d
purr at you with my big white heart, to
help you notice all the good that goes on
around you. Then I’d say, “Forget the
negative energy that sometime tries to
trick you into believing you are burdened
with life”. It is simply not so. Right now
you can choose to step out and live a new
and improved life - step out of the old
role, pick a new part and start to create
a new script for your life. Trust me, when
all is said and done, you’ll be so much
happier knowing you did your best with
what you had at the time to IMPROVE
your life and the lives of those around
you. Some days all it takes is to smile at
a random stranger and send a little love
their way. Love fixes things you know
- and it improves the water within you
and that changes the water of the world.
The truth is, and always will be, that
I AM all the better because I loved you.
My NEW NOW is a precious landscape
of brilliance because of how I learned to
share and experience love with you on
earth. In fact I loved you soooo much
over the years that I know it is hard to

imagine that there could ever be more.
But I want to tell you with that human
experience as a foundation, there really
is another layer accessible to me now.
From my new and rather lofty position
in the higher energy systems, my love
for you can access another whole new
layer and YES INDEED I DO.
All around in the everywhere, a
beautiful new way is evolving into a
peaceful place where those of us who
have passed on can do so much more
to assist you. With your permission, we
can help your hearts expand to a new
level of love if you want them to.
With mixed emotions the sign on the
front door at home has changed...

It’s a reminder that I’m not really
gone. I’m still right there in your heart
and that is not going to change. I AM
your friend and Purrrrfect Guardian and
I Love YOU more now than I ever could
have imagined there on planet earth.
And so I sing a new song of praise ...and
lift you up on angel wings...

ED note: Since The Sceptre King is on a new life
adventure, this may well be the last time he puts
words on paper for you here. But many years ago
we made him a twitter account that he didn’t really
pay much attention to - perhaps now he is better
equipped to put it into action, as a way to explore
his new Divine Relationship with you.
https://twitter.com/sceptreking
So together, we weep in loving silence for our
beloved friend who always brought the BEST of his
love to the table. Yes, we miss him dearly, but his
Gift of Love will continue to go on and on forever...
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